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Koop thinks
WSU's
policies are
great

News Briefs
OCopyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

Akhromeyev not afraid of force
Marshal Sergei Akhromeyev,
military advisor to Soviet President
, ,...."uu"''"· 1 Gorbachev, told BBC Radio
Monday he is not afraid of using force if
Lithuanian separatists break the law.
The Lithuanian President reacted by
saying, "We must worry about such
insanity, it's military madness." The
verbal threat came after Lithuania' s top
oil refinery stopped production under
the Soviet oil and gas embargo.

CHRISTINE ARNOLD

Assistant News Editor

Contras prepare to resettle
The 11,000 Contra rebels prepare to
resettle temporarily in five security
zones guarded by 700 Venezuelan
ps under the United States's
auspices. All of them need to be in these
zones by Wednesday, when Violeta
orro succeeds Sandinista Daniel
ga as Nicaragua• s president. Thi is
per the accord signed last week by both
leaders. Final disarmament won't be
until June 10.

Photo by Craig J. Opperman

Soaking up rays in the woods parking lot this past week were Freshman Becky
Endsley and Natalie Wolf.

Issue survey _asks for
students' opinions

Marks exchanged one to one

CHRISTINE ARNOLD

West Germany agreed to set an exchange rate of one-to-one for their
Deutschmarks with East German Ostmarks. The move caught the East
German officials by surprise Monday,
even though that is what they requested.
The new exchange rate applies to
wages, pensions and savings accounts
worth up to $2,300. The move raises the
value of East Germans· wages and
savings.

Assistant News Editor

DID YOU KNOW?

Major choices
The amount of students in the University
Division
grew by 1,273 betWeen the
years of 1979 and
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An informal student issues survey will
be conducted this week through the
cooperative efforts of The Guardian and
Student Government
Topics such as the new campus smoking
policy, Nutter Center construction, and a
proposed change in the drop date are
covered, as well as issues concerning closed
classes and the upcoming student elections.
The survey was not intended to be allencompassing, and students are encouraged
to comment on issues they think were not
addressed. ·
Copies of the survey will be available
Thursday afternoon at tables in Allyn Hall
lobby and on the quad (we.ather permitting).
A copy of the survey also appears on page
15 in this issue of The Guardian.
Students can turn in a completed copy of
.the survey at the tables Thursday, or at suite
046 University Center by Friday. Results
will be published in next week's issue of
The Guardian.
"Student apathy has always been a
problem on this campus,,, said Scott Urick,
editor-in-chief of The Guardian. "I feel it's
time we openly solicited mass student
feedback on these issues that directly affect
them."
The questions were derived from

current events on campus and also from
concerns expressed to Student Government
representatives.
Student government Chair Roni WilsonVinson said the survey would help the
candidates better define the issues for this
year's elections.
Results from the survey will be used by
SG as possible meeting agenda items and
also as possible debate topics for candidates.
"Many students are not aware of the
facts concerning some of these issues,,, said
student trustee Charles Smith, "and this is a
good way to bring up some of these ideas.
"For instance," Smith said, "the Nutter
Center fee is part of a package deal for
students and not just the construction of a
new multi-purpose facility. Many people do
not realize that we will be getting a Student
Union from the remodeling of the Physical
Education building and the University
Center...
Smith also said that many students may
not be aware how the proposed parking fee
money would be used, that it would go
towards paving lots that are now gravel and
purchasing more buses to increase service
that will include the Nutter Center.
The Guardian will attempt to provide
information on the issues that are raised by
the survey when it reports the results next
week.

"I think it's great," said Fonner Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop about WSU' s new
smoking policy during his visit on campus
yesterday.
"The effort to get the smoke-free
campus here is to their great benefit," Koop
said when questioned about students who
choose not to cooperate with the policy.
''They are risking their lives right now ...
[their deaths] won't take place next year,
unfortunately, and therefore they're not
scared."
''Sec<mdly, it's impMlal m a campm
like this that non-smoking students be

protected from the passive smoke of
smokers."
In a lecture to those attending the
metropolitan universities conference, Koop
said that the only group of smokers that
seems to be increasing in number is women
of college age.
Koop said he was "very discouraged
about college kids as they look on the AIDS
epidemic, because their attitude seems to be
'it can't happen here.'
"I think they have to get over their
attitude that they are immortal; I think they
have to stop taking risks; I think they should
listen to health messages even if they do
begin with the word 'don't"'
Koop said, "AIDS is now in 1 in 300
college students."
He cautioned that "a sexual encounter
with an unknown person ... could indeed be
the beginning of your end,,
Earlier, he said that one of the problems
·with some of the condom education
programs was that they stretched people's
values. "You cannot do things that are not
in good taste,,, he said. "Americans are
embarrassed about it and they have to make
jokes."
In a lecture given as part of the Metropolitan Universities conference that was
held at WSU this week, Koop encouraged
the commitment of the university to the
aee ..Koop" page 3
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International exchange program offers credits
CHARLES KING
Associate Writer

The WSU student affairs
department offers students
the opportunity to earn
credit by spending four
wee in the summer in a
foreign country, according
to James Flaherty, assistant
director of the program.
At this time students can
travel to places such as

Okinawa, Japan; Peking,
China; or Curitaba, Brazil.
Flaherty said some Euro~ countries will be added
to that list in two or three
years.
Flaherty said the
program had been in
existence for eight years but
this is the first year the international exchange program
is offering credit for the
program. Students can

register for PLS (political
science) 399 or COM
(communication) 399. The
only cost to the student is
the cost of the trip itself.
According to Flaherty,
students would pay $2,000
to go to Brazil, $2,400 to go
to Japan, and $2,900 to go
to China. Flaherty said the
cost should not prevent
students from participating,
because the office of student

affairs can arrange for oncampus employment or
limited scholarships to help
with expenses.
He said the students in
the program must take a
language course spring
quarter before the trip.
Participants will meet
monthly for nine months to
give the participants a
working knowledge of the
country and the culture that

they will experience.
Flaherty said lhe
program includes field trips
and classroom experience in
the host country. Participants will have opportunities to interact with various
students from differcnt
backgrounds.
''The experience will
change people's lives,"
Flaherty said. "The student
will have connections and

Birch says U.S. is sacrificing freedom
MARCIA HARDY
Assistant Features and
Entertainment Editor

John F. McManus , a
Birch Society spoke person,
says he feels that many
currentenvuonmental
The John Birch Society's claims are ba ed on unbiweekly magazine, The
proved theories.
McManu al o say
New America, featured
article that claimed concern nurnerous recommendation
about a id rain, global
for action to combat
warming through the
unsub tantiated threats to
greenhou e effect, ozone de- the environment could lead
pletion, and overpopulation
to a loss of per onal free m
are b c<l n "in omplet
and national o er i nty. He
data and quc ·tionabl logi '." · y government offt ial

are responding irresponsibly
and dangerously to what he
calls a radical environmental
agenda.

regulations, and controls that
will not improve the
environment but will build
governmental power and
impair American indu tries'
Gary Benoit, and author ability to compete in the
world' markets."
and a Birch Society re"Of cour e we want a
search r, said governmental
official , including Pre ident clean, safe environment,"
said M Manu , "but we do
Bu h, are "re ponding to
not believe it nece sary to
unproved theories, unsubsa rifice the freedom of the
stantiated claim , and a
Am rican people and the
n
, ubtle campaign
ind pcndenc of our nau n
t g tit." Ace rdingt l~t
w k' 1 Lme ma la7tn , th
John Bir h Soci ty wa.
nncd in 1958 und r the
thcsi that Pre. ident Dwight
Ei enhower had " old out to
the comm uni ts.,.
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kinko•s :

the copy center

(CPS) - Students can
correctly guess the
an wers for mo t of the
reading comprchcn ion
questions on the Schola tic Aptitude Te t (SAT),
a Univer ity of Georgia
professor found.
When psych logy
Prof. tuart K tz deleted

an average o
100 quc ti or.

"That hould not
happen," Katz maintains. nts,
"The e tests aren't just uraE
flawed, but they are eri· lhe he
ously flawed and the
e th
ET hould not be using
them."
Ideally, tudents
shouldn't be able to get
more than 20 p rcent of
the quc, tions right when
they gu ss, but studcn '
scores rangt:d from 8
per ·cnt to 90 percent in
Katz 's ·tud y.
Educational Tc ·ting
see "SAT" page 3

HFINDER

Career
Concerns?

The next time you need to make an important presentation,
come to Kinko's. We can make great color copies and
overheads from your presentation materials. Come into
Kinko's today to see for yourself.

I
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Students can correctl
guess answers on SAT

AT

Give them
the full
color report.

relationships throughout
world. It just makes the
world a much nicer place.
Flaherty said lhe trips
have been completely sat
According to Flaherty, a
to Japan or China i afer
than going downtown. yton at
Those interested can He pn
contact James Flaherty at
the office of student
development at 122 Allyn
Hall or call ext. 271 2.

I
I

·---------------·

Call Pathfinder for career
counseling services.
Maxine Skuba, M.S., Licensed
Professional Counselor
93 W. Franklin, Suite 103, Centerville
433-4430 or 767-7551

518,000
PART-TIME MONEY FOR COLLEGE.
The Anny Reserve can help you
take a big bite out of college expenses.
Earn more than $13.000 during a
standard enlistment. Complete Basic
Training and valuable skill training at
an Army school Then drill with a unit
near home- usually one weekend a
month and two weeks a year.
And if you qualify, the Montgomery
GI Bill could provide you with up to
$5,040 for college expenses.
Think a bout it. The n t h ink about us. Then call us
today:

SFC ROESCH 878-2 46 9
•AU. TOU CAM IC
ARMY RESERVE
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ice, which publishes
EZTiilliFi s AT, disputed his

y.
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"The students in Katz's
y aren' t the typical
T takers," charged
y Wendler, associate
am director of the

c:es the

New Jersey-based ETS .
"Just by virtue of the fact
that they are in college
they will score higher."
Katz says that the
reading comprehension is
the most important part on
standardized tests, but because they are so flawed,

they should be dropped
until they are improved.
"I suspect tests college
students take such as the
Graduate Record Exam
and Law School Admissions Test have the same
problems," Katz said.
Katz' s study supports

the theory that good test
takers can score high on
the SAT even if they don't
know the answers.
"How good a test taker
that a student is can
predict how well he can
score," Katz said.

"Katz's research
assumes that students
ran do ml y guess on the
SAT. I don't believe
students randomly guess.
They always give it their
best shot," Wendler said.
"ETS is very good at
test construction ," Katz

concluded. "What this
shows is that, even given
their sophistication,
they've missed the mark.
Just because they are the
leading test organization in
the country doesn't mean
their product can't be
faulty."
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afer

town.
yton area.
ted can He praised the Medical
l's AIDS outreach and
ent
end intervention pro22 Allyn s, but went on to say
~71 2.
the administration and
- --Ll..nts need to continue
of both personal
th education and
~
munity involvement.
Koop went on to say that
U needs to continue to
not
h out to minority
1aintains. nts, especially to
l' t just
urage their involvement
are eri- lbe health care field,
l the
e they are not well
nted.
Koop was Deputy
· tant Secretary for
th of the U. S. Public
th Service (PHS), and
local interns of that
·ce were also on campus
rday.
Susan Hoertt, a WSU
te and recipient of an
ard for her duties with the
e3
· Health bureau of the
_ __ ., was present with Ella

Fairborn Home Computer
8th Anniversary Sale!
2fiJ2 Colonel Glenn Highway

Fairborn, Ohio

45324

Call us for information at (513) 429 - 3116

•AT

___,.

ns and Raymond
r, WSU environmental
students, as partici- ..
ts in the Commi~ioned
er Student Training

FREE CHICKEN

Still in Effect

WINGS & PEPSI

Commodore

Saturday April 28. 1990

Educational Program

12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Stop in and see the new

NEC
TurboGratx 16 ·
Game System

Program.

Rental Units are available!
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In last week's issue of

Guardian, in the
pus Calendar, we
·shed an item that said
toga party sponsored by
Black Student Union
be held on April 20.
toga party will, in fact,
held this Friday, April, in the University Center
eteria, beginning at 10

•
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ASOO System - $799
Amiga 500 CPU
1 Megabyte Memory
External 3.5 Inch Drive
Color Monitor

PC 40-111 System - $1319
•

•
•
•
•

AT Compatible 80286
Processor
640 ~ Memory
40 Megabyte Hard Disk
Microsoft Windows Mouse
VGACard

Complete Line of

Save Big by Trading in your
Amiga 1000!

LASER

Super Saver!

PC Compatibles!

3.511 ·Diskette Sale
Only 70 Each!

Jll.

XTs, 286s, & 386s!

(Available only in quantities of 50)
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Nexus gets new editor
JASON BERTA
AssociB&e Writez

Darrin Cain, a senior
English map at Wright
Stale, has become the new
ediior of N~xus. Cain will
graduate this quarter and
move into th M.F .A
program at the University of
Utah next fall. Recently, in
an intel'View, Cain discussed
his version of Nex.us.
Cain feels that the
purpose of Nexus is twofold:
one, to expose students to
various form of art and
literature, and two, to give
them an opportunity to get
their own work published.
Although he credits Bob
Moore with establishing the
reputation of Nexus, Cain

"The budget really prevented
me from doing what I really
wanted for Nexus."
- editor, Darrin Cain
said that he wants the
magazine to grow even
greater: m<X"e fiction, art and
a larger audience ~ially.
Cain stat.es that a piece i
right for Nexus when, first,
he is affected by it Second,
extreme care regarding
language must be used. Just
one or two carele word
can lose the whole point of
the piece. Third, Cain say
that he is continually looking
for different ideas or new
perspectives.
To submit work to Nexus

one merely has to drop by
the office in the University
Center, locate.d next d r to
the Rath ellar. A short biography is also required for

submissions.
As far as the issue
released under his leadership, Cain said "The budget
really prevented me from
doing what I wanted for
Nexus." Some of the things
that Cain had wanted but
lacked finances for were
color photography, perfect
binding and a larger · ue.

Darrin Cain, new Nexus editor
Also Cain wi hed that he had
more time to poli h some of
the rougher edges of this
issue.
The future of Nexus i

bright, according to Cain. He
feels that the magazine will
continue to expand, yielding
a larger audeince. The
reputation of Nexus will al o

More people are recycling Being single isn't so bad
Earth ay, ba k in 1970.
As tud nt at the State
Univ
r ·ity f N w Y rk
imagin what other
pie
rtland,
the tw w r'
d ,"Burger · id.
aw
n d to th pr blem
While th family bum
of garbage di po al through
some garbage in the living
campu ' work hop .
room fireplace, they also
A bachelor then, Burger
eparate paper, glas , metal
and pla tic and reu much and three roommate began
to separate their glas ,
of the material. They al
u e a malt compo t heap in metal, paper and pla! tic.
The pr blem: no handy
the back yard.
place to take it
The system Chri
Undaunted, they toted
Burger and hi wife,
metal can to scrap yards
Cynthia, developed - and
and hauled glas to a glass
taught to their daughter
has its roots in the fir t
see "Recycle" page 7
"We've been d ing thi

I n , we can't cv n

BINGHAMTO , .Y.
- If Chris Burger and hi
family were average, they
would create at least 7 ,800
pounds of tra h a year.
But thi family of four
produces only about ix,
35-pound containers of
garbage annually - about
200 pound - which they
haul to the landfill themselves twice a year.

Recycling issue gets around
Almost half of the
families in the
USA separate
their garbage for
recycling whether
mandated by
local ordinance
or not.

Source: Louis
Harris poll of
1,250 people
conducted for
Organic
Gardening
magazine.
Marcia Staimer, Gannett News Service

"n rmal" · ript.
P r n y al t of
th notion
single think they're in
And the bride maid
some sort of holding bin
wore mauve, then red and that inglene i not a
rightful, permanent situation for life when they aren't
then pea h.
and quelche the anxiety
Walking down the
part of a pair.
~
that goes along with it.
Coupling is everyaisle again and again at
where. "You can't even
MA'
Peterson say the angst
omeone else' wedding,
ee an ad f r coffee
©I ~
can be triggered by wedmade 1987 a year that
ding , holidays and overly
without a setting where
App
rattled my contentment
pushy parents, who often
two people are drinking
Ne~
with being single.
it," she says. "Singles are
For the first time ever, wonder aloud when you 're
bombarded with messag s
I felt like the odd man out going to make them grandparents.
that thi i the only way to netv
- I wa a bridesmaid at
"Oh, I feel so sad for you be. It makes them feel
outea h wedding.
min
With the mauve taffeta dear," Peterson mimicks her their inglenes is somemother's lamenting. At the
thing to endure or pass
bridesmaid dress came a
time Peterson was in her
Rul
through."
tinge of envy. With the
mid-twenties with no good
second dress, a red satin
O~e ~ym~tom of single \ Fla
marital prospects.
angst is mertia.
an 1
vampy number, anxiety
"It's almo t as if when
"It definitely take
"wi
started to set in. By the
you reach a certain age, it's
time I had to wear the
extra energy to do things
der
when you 're alone," ay · anc
peach puffed sleeve frock, not okay to come home
without somebody I panicked. Something
Peterson. "You can't rel y I Evi
had to be wrong with me. anybody," Peterson says.
on anybody else to do the Sd
Peterson finally married initiating or planning
Was I destined to be an
when she was 28 - but she when you' re by yourself.
old maid?
mi
still saw a need for the book, It's nothing to back out
Single angst strikes
mi
and say I'm going to stay
most of the unattached at which she wrote with
home. It's so much easier i sci
Barbara Sofie in 1987.
some point says Nadine
Before her book most of not to put yourself out"
Peterson, psychologist and
I
w~
During her research
co-author of "Singleness: the literature aimed at
A Guide To Understand- singles focused on remedies. and interviews with
"They were chock full of
singles, however, Peterson
ing and Satisfaction."
pointers on how to date and discovered that the people
Peterson, irector of
mate." No one was addressthe graduate program at
see "Single" page 7
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ascally Wabbit weaches 50, rates review
ARCIA HARDY

"That's All Folk "will
coming to the Dayton
Institute (DAI) April
through June 3. Warner
ros. has produced this
mprehensive overview of
cartoon studio featuring
ugs Bunny™, Yosemite
™, the Road Run™,Wile E. Coyote™,
fy Duck™ and many

try their hand at animation,
with Ohio Art's Animators
and Etch-A-Sketch.
Bugs Bunny , who is the
big 5-0 this year will make
a personal appearan~e at
the DAI on April 28.
HISTORY AND
BACKGROUND

From the 1920s until
the early 1960s, cartoons
were either "Disney" or
"not important." Disney
had set the stage in establishing and championing
nearly all of the technical
lays more than 150
conventions central to
tual production drawgs, paintings and cartoon Hollywood animation.
Animated cartoons were
lluloids. In addition to
two-dimensional work, used as the openers for the
separate video monitors feature films in the cinemas. Disney had certified
be on display to play
the use of anthropomorphic
ished cartoons. A
animals - childlike in
ent a history of Warner proportion,circularinforrr
and equipped with memo"Cartoon Corner" in the rable, gimmicky voices.
leries allow children to Disney had realized that

slra -

I

,

1111,

the key to effective
animation was to give the
characters true personality.
This meant striving for the
effect of realism.
Disney achieved this
effect in its 1941 release of
Bambi.
Smaller cartoon studios
were having trouble
competing with Disney due
to lack of time and money.
One of these studios,
Warner Bros., turned to
commercial aspects.
By using two former
Disney hands, Hugh
Harman and Rudolph Ising
founded Warner Bros.
Harman and Ising signed
with independent producer
Leon Schlesinger who
arranged to have their
series of cartoons released.
The first series was entitled
"Looney Tunes,''TM and
sparked a second series of
cartoons entitled "Merry
Melodies."™
Warner Bros. began to

break away from the
Disney tradition of realism.
Giv~n this new leeway,
animators were allowed to
have impossible gags and
visual tricks. Overstatement became the norm.
Even silly cartoons
sported "adult" concerns
such as the case in the
1943 Tortoise Wins by a
Hare. A newspaper flashes
across the bottom of the
screen sporting the headline "Hitler Commits
Suicide."
Bugs Bunny originally
was a lunatic rabble-rouser.
Because he was too annoying, Bugs was scheduled
with abandonment within
the studio. However, Ted
Avery decided to "chill
Bugs out" and produced
the cartoon A Wild Hare.
Bugs was destined to live.
Now Bugs is 50 years
old and has helped to bring
Warner Bros. to fame.

ci-Fi channel Bunny and friends books abound
comes to cable

L of

n' t

MATT ROUSH
© 1990, USA TODAYI
Apple College Infonnation
Network

n

re
ng
are
:ages
Is there room for a
ay to network totally devoted to
I
out-of-this-world programneming?
.s
Entrepreneur Mitchell
Rubenstein of Boca Raton,
ingle Fla. , is convinced there's
an audience out there
"with an enormous pent-up
gs
demand for science fiction
:ays
and fantasy." New Year's
rel y
Eve, he plans to launch the
the
Sci-Fi Channel.
He's committing $50
million and expects 5
ut
>tay I million to 8 million subscribers to start.
tsier
I And what will they be
t.,,
! watching? Vintage genre
:h
programming, movies and
TV , "My Favorite Mar~rso n
op le tian" and "Dark Shadows"
to BBC cult hit "Doctor
Who" - depending on
what's available. But two1

thirds of the schedule will
be original product, such

as:
-"Isaac Asimov's
Universe
-Programs devoted to
the industry, spotlighting
new books, movies, TV
shows, computer software
animation.
-Documentary series
about dinosaurs, archaeology and NASA developments.
-An original sitcom
"siinilar to 'The Munsters'
and 'The Addams Family.,,,
-A haunted-house
game show.
-A science news show
produced by the Washington, D.C.-based bureau of
Conus Communications.
"And, we're being inundated with tapes by young
directors and film-school
buffs."
A brave new world,
indeed.

JACK GARNER
© 1990, USA TODAYI
Apple College Information
Network

Bugs Bunny, Daffy
Duck, and the Warner
Brothers gang - like the
Disney characters before
them - have become
subject to intense scrutiny in
art books, animation memoirs, and anthology catalogs.
Here are four of the most
worthwhile offerings:
- "Bugs Bunny Fifty
Years and Only One Grey
Hare," by Joe Adamson
(Henry Holt, $35).
This lovely and lovingly
created new work is being
published this month to
mark the golden anniversary
of the "wascally wabbit."
It's a well-written text,
Schneider's previously
published "That's All, Folks
- The Art of W amer
Brothers Animation," except
that the focus is totally
Bugs. The book takes you
through the history of the
bunny's creation, the artists
and writers who gave him

life, and the sociological and
entertainment ramifications
of the creature, and concludes with extensive art
and synopses from Adamson's choices for Bugs' 16
"greatest hits" from among
his 160 cartoons.
- "Chuck Amuck," by
Chuck Jones (Farrar Straus
Giroux, $24.95).
This is the wonderfully
entertaining, funny and
insightful memoir of the
great animator and cartoon
director Chuck Jones, one of
the three or four men most
responsible for Bugs Bunny
as we know him. "Chuck
Amuck" also features details
galore on the creations of
Daffy Duck, Road Runner,
and others.
- "Looney Tunes and
Merrie Melodies, A Complete Illustrated Guide to the
Warner Bros. Cartoons," by
Jerry Beck and Will Friedwald (Henry Hold, tradepaperback, $14.95).
This amazingly detailed
work provides capsule
summaries, illustrations,
dates, video and television

availabilities and other key
infonnation on more than
1,000 shorts - every single
Warner Bros. cartoon. This
is a virtual bible for annchair Warner cartoon fans
- a guide to what you can
see on video or on the
various network and
syndicated reruns of Bugs
and Co.
- "That's NOT All
Folks," by Mel Blanc
(Warners, $17.95 and also
just published in a less-

expensive paperback
edition).
The autobiography of the
colorful voice of all those
great Warner characters
from Bugs to Daffy to
Yosemite Sam, along with
characters at other studios,
and on radio in the glory
days of that medium. Blanc,
who died last year, was an
all-imP,Xtant part of the
Warner story, and his
biography is fascinating for
fans of the cartoons.

Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd, What's Opera Doc?, 1957
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Tra·cy Ullman upset
with Fox's fiddling
MIKE CIDONl
© 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
etwork.

chameleon
d1~

1

u1. - a

nou role in

th c mic film I Love You
to Death.
"I li th way we all
k r lly crappy in thi

m vie," Tracey Ullman
y , grinning.
"We do. We don't look
like actor and actre es all
made up."
Sifting through a stack
of ublicity picture ,
Ullm n find a portrait of
her elf playing the deadriou Rosalie, a Tacoma,
Wash., hou ewi e so hurt
and humiliated by ber philandering husband (played
by Kevin Kline) that she
plots his murder. Ullman
holds the photo up to her

own mug. "This is my 'I
don't have to be funny in
thi movie' look," he ays.
The new isn't that
Ullman i playing it traight
in a movie role. AfL r all,
riou turn by comic
a to ar a dim ad zen
the day . Ju t 1
f thi year'
car n min : Dan Aykr yd be t
upporting actor f r playing
Jc i Tandy' h npcc ed
son in Driving Miss Daisy
and Robin William as be t
actor for playing an inspirational teacher in the tearjerking Dead Poets Society.
The list of comedians who
can frown is a long one.
Yet Tracey Ullman's
achievement in I Love You
to D ath is unique. The
black comedy, directed by
Lawrence Kasdan (The Big
Chill), stars a slew of
actors who've cut their teeth
in dramas, among them

Kline ( uicidal in Sophie's
Choice), Laurence Olivier'
wid w, Joan Plowright
(repres d in The Dres maker), William Hurt
(impri on d in Kiss of the
Spider Woman) and River
Ph nix (di traught in
Running on Empty).
And then th re 1 ,
Ullm n, h f the frizzy
r no
and
m und f greasepaint that
help her generate laughs on
Fox TV's "The Tracey
Ullman Show." Logically,
she should be the one
putting in I Love You To
Death's zanie t performance, and the others hould
be playing it straight.
But no go. Everyone
else goes berserk. She's the
only one who gets dramatic.
Says Kasdan, ''l' d seen
and admired iracey on her
show and I'd also seenplenty where she was great.

Kevin Kline stars with Tracy Ullman in Tri-Star's I Love You to Death.

... And on the show I could

ielsen ratings, it consistently ranks among the
talented; she could do the
bottom 10 show .
most outragcou thing . But
Ullman lets out a deeply
in a lot of the skctche ,
troubled igh.
"It's really terrible, isn't
he'd do the most subtle
things. Only a real actres
it? It's a bloody nightmare,
can pull that off."
the ratings. I think the
''The Tracey Ullman
Nielsens are a pile of poop.
Show" has impressed more I mean, c'mon, 1,000 boxes
than Kasdan. In the last year on the top of people's TVs.
alone, it scooped up four
I don't think it's an accurate
Emmys, including one for
system."
Accurate or not, it's
best variety, music or
comedy program. It's a
clear that Fox hasn't done
critical and industry darlirtg, mucn to help e "Ullman
the sort of TV series that
Show" numbers. Since fall,
gets a lot of ink but precious the eries has aired at 10
few viewers. In the A.C.
o.m. on Sunday ; it'

see she was extravagantly

-I:

Ex~ss and Sw p:us Prooerty Management

followed the network'
rated, criti ally lambast
ar ure-to-be-canceled
sitcom "O n House."
tarting thi , weekend,
thing get bleaker: Ullman
sh w move to 9:30 p.m.
S turday , when many
Ullman fans - it has a
relatively young, hip
viewership - are out on
town.
Ullman deserves better
from Fox, considering her
ries gave birth to the
network's second-biggest
hit, "The Simpsons." Up
until la t year, snippe of
see "Ullman" page 10
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Accepting Bids for ESPM's great van, true and sedan sale!!!
1"8 Cbewrolel Caprkt, 4 Dll Sedan, (Police Special), ColOC"·Whi-.,; 3SO OD V-8; Engne, Auto, Trans., PS, PB, Air, Tmtcd Gi us,
Defoga, Splil Bench Pl'Otlt Seat, Pubc WipcT, Power Windows, Power Door Loeb, Tramactton-LOK Differential, Tilt Whciel, 15" T U'CI;
Moclwllcal-Vory Good; Body-Very Good; lmcrior-Fair, Ti.rca-Pair.
1"8
wroltl Caprice; 4-Dll tdan, (Police Special), Color·Whi-=; 3SO CID Engine, Auto Trana, PS, PB, Air, Tmlled Glua, Elect.; Rut
Window DefQUDr, Tr.a:ion-LOK Ditic:icntial, Tilt Wbcd, 15" Ti.rca; Meclmllcal-Vcry Good; Body-Very Good; lnllcrior-Fair, Ti.n:a-Pair.
191MGMCSlerra, C2500Pleet11de,4-Wbecl Dri~Piclt-upTruclt with7 l(Z We1ten1Modcl PS75Snow Plow, Color-Wb1te; 350CIDV·
8 EnJine,4 Speed Man. Tram, PS, PB, Jr. WellCout Mirrors, S1cpTypeRcar Bumper, Approx.8(J()()LB.,GVW, 131.5" Wbeelbue, 16" T ues,
Analin& Snow Plow PacJtaaie with LJ&bts; Bed Liner; Mechmical-Very Good; Body-Pair (Rua Oil bottam of door); ltw:nor-Good; Ti.rca-Fair.
1"4GMC Sierra, C2.S003+3 Pleet11dc Czew Pick UpTruclt,Color-Beige; 3SOV-6Engme, AutoTrtDI., PS,PB,Jr. Wc:stCoutMUTon.
11cpType Rear B~, 8(J()()GVW, 164..SWbcelbue, 8' Cargo BedLner; ~cl.nical -VeryGood; Body-Fair(Mmor Body DanlaF>; lmcn~·
Pair,Tua-Pa.ir.

1914 GMCSltrra, C'.2.SOO, 3+3,Aeetside, 3/4 TOii, Cn:w Cap, Pie.It Up True.It, C or Reige; 350 CIDV·8 Engme, Auto trans. PS, PB.Jr.
Mimnw, S-=pTypc Rear Bum r, 8600LB. GVW, 164.5" Wheel~. Cargo Bed with Liner; Mc:ch.t.nical·Very Goud, Body Fall,

W
In

'

I air; T=•Fair.

1985 Dod t RAM,D·lSO
mi, 1/2 I°011,P1cltUpTruclt, Color-Be1 ; 1.2.SCID6cyl Engine, A
Trans.PS, PB,Lirnittd 'lip Rear le,
Heavy Duty Shocb,LargerTU"Cw, and Wheels, 58SOGVW, 8' Cargo Box.,,
Radio, Au w:th l inlcd Gius; Mecharucal-Very Good; Body flll'
(M&lor Body Damage); lmuior·F&lr; Tue.Good.
AJpbaJt Spreader Box, 8 ft., A.dJu.table to Apprm. 12 ft.; Axle Mourned; Bought u&d in 1975; Manufacturer unknown; fair Cood1t1ctL
1988 GMC GlSOO Van DW"a Cargo Van, Color-Red; 305 CID V -8 Engine, A11 Tram,PS, PB, Air, lmulauon Pack, Frott Only, Luru~d
Slip Diffi:reulial, AM Radio, Rightsidc aliding door with window m door, Gl.u1 m Rear Door, 4900 LB. GVW, P205/75Rl5 Tirca; Mc:chanu:al·
Very Good, Body-&a:llc:IJt; lntcrior-&cellc:ut; Tua-Pair.
1'34 GMC Rally Custom 12 PaHtllltr Van, Color-Tm; 350 CID V-8 P.nginc Au1o Tram., PS, PB, Front AC, Deluxe lmul. Pkg.,
FM Radio, Crume, Tilt, Tm'=d 01.... Towing Pkg. with 1n.ilc:r hitch; Mechanical-Good; Body-Fair (Dem Rt. Rear ct Bcn1 Rear Bwnpc:r); lnr.criorPair; Toca-Good.
1'75 Ford F-750 Truck, ColOC'·Tm; 370 CID V·8 Gu F.ngim, 5 speed, man. tnm. with split axle, new comprenor for brakes A/C Ill
equipm:ntc:nclOIUn: Oil baclt includc148 Cwmel DFS rv, SEISMIC R.ec:ordi:ig System, I1.S00GVW1mgle axle; Mechanical· Very-Good; Bod)'Very Good; Interior-Very Good; Tires &oellent (New)

Where do you go? Sales Center, 050 Allyn Hall, (513)873-2071
BIDS DUE: April 26, 1990 at 3:00 pm
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continued from page 4

t to put yourself out."
During her research
interviews with
·ngles, however, Peterson
·scovered that the people
ho were the happiest
in g ingle fought the
ndency to vegetate.
"The e people made an
fort to be ome comfortle g ing ut to n ic re uran
r away on trip
one," he ay ."They
und that they could
nj y their own company.
ey weren't postponing
- -- ... ir fun. They figured out
hat they wanted to do,
t goals and went for
em.
"The reality is that we
with ourselves from
moment we are born
,nd ,
the time we die. That's
Ullm ' hy our relationship with
O p. m.
Ives should be the
1any

most important. All the relationships are temporary
compared to that one."
That realization is part
of the reason I no longer
suffer from "old maiditus." And I admit that the
outcome of two of those
1987 wedding helped me
rethink who really was the
lucky one.
One of the marriage
ended in divorce. And
another friend wa torn
between her fledging
career and the guilt she
felt not being a full-time
mommie. The call of
diapers and baby formula
won and she gave up a job
she loved.
For now, my cat,
Grendel, fills a void and
my need to nurture. And
that mauve taffeta bridesmaid dress makes a nifty
lining for his bed.

A.p~~..2.~ 1 :1990 . ~HE· GUARDIAN

plastic bags and hang them
up," Jennifer said. "Our
friends didn't understand."
factory in Elmira. But there
The family burns paper
was no outlet for paper and
products such as milk
plastics.
cartons and facial tissues
"We ended up putting it
that can't be recycled.
out on the curb," Burger
The Burgers don't buy
said. "But even the act of
juice in single-serving,
doing (separating) it made
throwaway boxes, but they
us aware of how much
do buy it in single-serving
waste we were generating."
glass bottles. They reuse the
Now, as the 20th
boulcs for the kids lunches
anniversary of Earth Day
approaches, the Burgers live and for picnics.
Plastic tubs from
in acommunity where waste
margarine and whipped
haulers will soon pick up
cream are used to store
recyclables from the curb.
Even before they could re.ad, leftovers or for picnic foods.
"When we have too
daughtersJennifer,9,and
many, we put jelly in it, or
Deborah, 8, were taught
cookies, and give it away,"
how to sort their garbage.
continued from page 4

"We have to wash out

Jennifer said.

1as a
tip

STUDENTS:

~s

better

Your college route is

ring her

, the

biggest
s." Up

RTA Route 13

>pets of

1ge 10

Avoid parking Hassles!
Call the RTA Ride Line at 226-1144 for Route
and Schedule Information

sale!!!

Your Automatic Pilot

rintcd Glau,
:1, 15" T ues;

Bring this coupon and show your
validation card to W.S. U's Parking
Services for a $5.00 discount on
May's pass.

1, Elect.; Rat

rea-Pair.

:; 350 CID V·
K, 16" T uet.
; Tin:a-Pair.

:out Mirrors.
tF);lnu:nor·

1.,

~.

-------------------------

PS, PH.Jr.
ody F1.11,

Coupon

RrrA
$5.00 discount on May, 1990's
monthly bus pass
Coupon good only at Parking Services in Room
044 Allyn Hall
Expires 5/31/90. Limit one discount per person.

L.

--------- - ---------------~

Information Table
TODAY from 9am until 12:30pm
Allyn Hall Lobby
"Let It Begin Here "
Peace Corps film
TODAY at 2pm
Millet 158
1-800-521-8686 toll free
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Decor very much makes the student
Oh, the joys of diversity! It allows all of us the chance
to experience new and exciting things. Dormitory life is

just that, diversity embodied.
Every student that comes packing a car load of clothes,
staple goods (chips, pretzels, peanuts, popcorn, beer), light
furniture, and - don't forget - the stereo, has some sort
of quirk or difference that sets them apart from all others
in the university community. The beauty of the dormitory
is that these differences are openly displayed.
Someone once said that dormitory life is like living in
a fishbowl. Everyone can see what everyone else is doing
just by opening their eyes. You don:t even need to see the
person in action. All you have to do is take a good look at
their room decor.
Case in point: one of my news writers thinks my room
i decorated like a bar. Granted she has heard stories
around the office, but to make such a sweeping statement
about my interior decorating taste after only three minutes
in the place is enough to make my point. She did qualify
the statement by saying it would make a very nice bar. She
even said she would probably name it Swamp Rat's,
Virgil's or The Luv Inn, all of which sound like respectable enough places.
Anyway, back to my point: decor has a lot to ay about
the resident. Let's face it; you can't paint, so you have to
do all you can to cover the institutional colors that seem to
be all the rage on campus these days. I think they buy the
stuff at Army urplus.
We once found the same color under some wallpaper
we peeled off the walls at my grandmother's house. We

have to repeat the message "no."
Homophobics should take a look at NO TAILGATING
SCOTT URICK
signs. Self explanatory!
STEEP GRADE USE LOW GEAR would be in order
figured the wall paper had only been there for 125 years.
for large pe pie. Inertia can be a terrible thing if not
properly harnessed.
We also figured out that Lhe flowers pictured on the
Certain people need an AIRCRAFT LANDING sign.
wallpaper are now a controlled sub tance. My grandmother would never have put that up!
One could go so far as to sugge l using Christmas lights to
mark out a runway.
What brought this up was a discussion about the right
Lightsteppers may want to use a TAKE ALL DELIV of public safety to confiscate items that they thought were
ERIES TO REAR. It's not really a road sign but the state
stolen. I'll avoid that digression because it has nothing to
doesn't paint anything that says "faerie crossing."
do with my point. Anyhow, we were discussing who had
Girls who frequent singles' bars should be at home
stuff in their room that might be confiscated. This was
only after taking some (lukewarm) items out to the trunks with a YIELD ign. That should al o be in the zodiac.
of our cars. After all, public safety had already taken the
Your average tease should be required to post a STOP
AHEAD sign. It's only fair.
deer crossing sign I was sledding on one night and hauled
it off. I had just found it by the slope (I really had!) and it
In deference to the women I have just insulted, most of
the men who frequent singles' bars should post that sign
was working swimmingly.
with the picture of a jackass on it. They don't make a PIG
Now at least half of the kids in college have, at one
CROSSING sign.
point in their live , been in possession of a stolen street
Virgins should have a SCHOOL ZONE sign right on
sign. Up until a few days ago this included the residents of
the head board. Unless they are well read , that is.
WSU and these signs were proudly displayed. The sign
The more promiscuous student might want to consider
that spurred this column was the STOP sign that allegedly
a PLAYGROUND sign. That way if you fall off the bed
hangs over the bed of one of my neighbors. I mentioned
there's less chance of being run over by a car.
that it seemed appropriate and started a list of signs that
Those are the most general of the list but there are a
others might hang above their beds to indicate their
ton of possibilities for individuals. However, until the heat
disposition.
Prudes and other sexually inhibited people might want dies down, we're all going to have to guess about each
to consider the STOP ign as I have already mentioned. It other. It's a good thing we're all such good friends.
I bet you didn't know motoring could be uch fun.
would signifi antly les en the number of time you would

The Unexpounded Viewpoint

Heated reply to anti-smoking policy letter
To the Editor.
In r pon · to J ica . Zl tkow ki' que Lion, "Do you
now me?", in the April 1 i ue of The Guardian; n I do
n t know you nor your mlli ive e o, and I am not even ure
that I want to! I don't care who you are or what you have
ever done in your lifetime. In fact, I am not even sure that I
believe you have ever done anything to better the world we
live in, especially considering your standpoint on the i sue
of smoking. One who truly cares about our world would not
be caught dead, or may be sooner than the rest of us,
promoting such a dirty, sickening habit as smoking.
Especially a mother, who should be setting an example for
her children. Or is it that you are such a horrible mother that
you promote smoking to them, or at least don't care if they

do it? And what of the en ir nment? Th next time you are
walking around on campu , look d wn and take note of all
of th cigarette bulli nth gr und. Pretty di gu ting, i n't
1t? And don't even tell me that y u have NEYER tos 'ed one
on th gr und, or out of the car window!
I do agree with you " ... that the choice to smoke is an
individual right," however, I do not think that any smoker
has the right to expose me and my non-smoking peers to
their sickening fumes. I used to be a smoker, and I quit for a
reason. What give you the right to smoke in my vicinity,
thus forcing me to breathe cigarene smoke? This is the
epitome of denying an individual right! How about people
with asthma or other chronic bronchial disorders? And yes
there are people who are allergic to cigarette smoke. Ho~
would you feel if you were allergic to a certain substance

and cverywher you went, except for your own home, it W <l ·
on tantly being rubbed in your face?
If y u fi el like y u are part of a minonty n w, y u
might ju ta w II g tu ed to it. Because wh n, and if, you
ever graduate and venture into the "real world," you will
realize that the majority of employers are going "smokefree," thu lea ing you in your slimy little minority. For
omeone of your age and presumed social stature, you sure
are being immature and selfish about this whole issue. I
might expect this sort of behavior from a younger adult, but
not from a 41 year old mother of two. Wake up and smell
the coffee, Jessica. That is, if you still can!
William E. Dow
Financial Services major/WS U cla~~ified staff

Animal testing is a hypocriticalHippocratic process
To the editor:
WSU Medical School does not seem too concerned
about using 12 to 13 thousand animals per year for "reaearch and education." I don't agree that this is a "necessaryn activity and I am very concerned about supporting it
with ~.1y tax and tuition dollars. It makes little difference
to m whether these animal are mice ot the pets purchased
from our neighborhood animal shelters. All are subject to
a wide v.tt 1 • ; of federally unregulated medical tests and
experiments.
I think anyone would agree that although animals and
humans share some similar physical characteristics, there
arc obvi 11s evo utionary differences. These differences
·polating research data in many cases, sheer
mal
.natl.
.,, gLess-work. Even the American Medical

Association has admitted that animal models have questionable accuracy. If we relied on data from live animal
experiments we might still be searching for insulin,
penicillin, and even aspirin - substances that proved
extremely toxic when tested on animals. The drug thalidomide received its stamp of approval after testing on
thousands of animals resulted in no deformities.
Some say much live animal research has been done
that has proved beneficial to human life. The question is,
could that research data just as easily have been gathered
through non-animal methods? Many researchers believe
little human benefit has resulted from research in this
century that could not have come from methods such as
cell-tissue cultures and computer and mathematical
modeling.

In Britain the use of live animals to train surgeons is
prohibited. But here at Wright State we are told it is
"necessary." Caught in the middle are the medical
students, who in learning how to preserve life often must
learn how to rationalize and justify their actions. I am sure
not all are comfortable with what they see or are asked to
do.
Despite the alternatives, WSU Medical School continues to operate and experiment on thousands of animals
each year; an ironic twist to the compassion of the healing
profession. I am offended by what goes on at this university in the name of medical education, and the casual
manner in which it is so weakly justified.
·. n Biswas
Sen· •r Communication
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Ullman
continued from page 6

the highly rated cartoon
were sandwi hed between
the sketches on the llman
how.
"Maybe if they gave me
0 cond in the middle of

none of the Big Three
networks would have hired
her. If they had, her how
would probably look
nothing like it doc now
with thegreat c n i lenc
in writing and in perfonning.
"In three week , we had
Mel Br k. ,Gl nn I
I
Ila R • llini .

claim lo fame in the States,
a Top 20 1983 pop single
"They Don't Know." There
al o was a marginally
u e ful LP, "You Broke
My Hean in 17 Place ,"a
ampy but mu ically olid
· lute lo '
girl gr up .
"It w great, ' he
r all . "Iwa nMTV,I
had a h r rd, I did

There wasn't, at least
immediately. Ullman's
follow-up single bombed
and he went back to
England, where he already
wa e tabli hcd on the
tage, on TV and on the
record char . She ub -

wisecracking pal in the acclaimed 1985 drama
"Plenty."
Then he met Jame L.
Brooks, the director of
"Term of Endearment" and
mastennind of the cla ic
"Mary Tyler Moore Show,"
who wa l king to produce
a n w t I vi i n rie .
H II , Unit d tal . .

television show was a big
incentive to come back. I
think the BBC had offered
me a play in Northern
Ireland for 40 pounds a
week at the time."

S

n

Freeman.

SPRING LEADERSHIP LAB
Building the Community
April27-29 . . ;:::·=.,-., _
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''I'M A
COLLEGE
STUDENT. AND
WORKING FOR
KELLY HAS
HELPED ME
UNDERSTAND
THE
BUSINESS
WORLD.''

DR6P JN __ _

Giv:e 8LOOD !
c7

d

Aux.Gym
d

9am-4pm

·T ve broadened my e_ducation ~nd expanded my knowledge. Imp~ov~ m{, skills.
It\ the perfect JOb experience to put on a resume or an applicat1on.

KEL L1yiTem~orary
Services
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aiders sweep twinbill from Austin Peay
JEFF LOUDERBACK
Sports Editor

plated two runs for Peay.
Wright State deadlocked
the core in its half of the
Surging full speed ahead, second inning. After
the Wright State baseball
leftfielder Brent Fruhwirth
team was temporari ly
singled, de ignated hitter
d railed with a lo s to th
Mark Frankenberg uncorked
haples Dayt n Flyer la t
a long blast, what would be
week.
one of three Wright State
And, altho ugh it took
home runs in the game.
longer than expected, the
With two outs in Wright
Raiders climbed back on
State's third, Brian Spears
track with a twinbill sweep
laced a base hit and catcher
at Austin Peay last Sunday.
Scott Thompson walked The Raiders, 19-16 on
setting the stage for
Fruhwirth. The junior from
season, needed extra
Beavercreek delivered a
innings to top their Ohio
three-run homer catapulting
Valley Conference foe.
the Raiders to a 6-1 edge.
Wright State outlasted
At the expense of Raider
Austin Peay 8-6 and 6-5 in
the pair of 10 inning clashes. reliever Kevin Walke,
The doubleheader sweep Austin Peay plated three
runs in the fifth inning with
came one day after the
~ Raiders lost the opener of
a pair of doubles and
singles. John Smith saved
the three game set 7-4.'
tll
Wright State from further
Austin Peay jumped on
damage by fanning the last
Raider starting hurler Brian
K.ingdeski in the first inning two batters.
With the game tied at 6of the twinbill opener. A
6 in the 10th, Wright State
pair of two-out base hits

quickly grabbed another
lead when Fruhwirth walked
and Frankenberg smashed
his second roundtripper of
the game. The senior from
Carroll collected four runs
batted in during the contest.
Leonard Griffen, who
allowed just one hit and a
base on balls in four innings
of work, retired Peay in
order in the bottom of the
10th and earned the victory.
Griffen is 4-4 on the season.
Spears and Fruhwirth
each stroked three hits while
second baseman Roger
Spaulding and center fielder
Bob Jesperson rapped two
hits each.
Wright State utilized its
power once more to break a
scoreless nightcap. In the
fourth, Spears led off with a
double. But Thompson and
Frankenberg were unable to
plate the Raider third sacker.
Enter first baseman Mike
Wolters.
The transfer from Illinois

Scott Thompson

Brent Fruhwirth

smacked a two-run blast
the sixth inning. Both teams
over the fence giving the
added a run, Wright State in
the seventh and Peay in the
Raiders a 2-0 lead. Reserve
eighth, forcing another extra
right fielder Brian Buck
continued the two-out rally
inning battle.
Wolters scored the
with a base hit.
Then Jesperson, who
winning run when Spauldstruck out the inning before, , ing drew a bases loaded
walk with·two outs.
lashed a homer 'Catapulting
Mike Mathile hurled
the Raiders to a 4-0 edge.
Austin Peay jumped oo a scoreless relief the ninth
and 10th innings to pick up
tiring Griffen, who .started
the win. Mathile evened his
the game. with foyr roos in

in

.

Club volleyball team ends

li glo~ ~3!i':i~ :.:::~to
1

an end.
Wright State's men's
club volleyball team has had
a spectacular season, that
boasted a 28-3 record.
The only disappointment
they had this season that
ended last week, was a
recent loss to Michigan
State in the regional
ament that kept them
from going to the nationals.
The regional tournament
ed out with pool play
h 30. Wright State was
face each team in their
1, that included three
other teams, and do well to
e it into the 32-team
regional field.
Wright State did do well
defeating each team in their
l. They defeated Trie, Grand Valley. and
Illinois State.
The margin of victory
was ten points per game
which allowed the Raiders
to finish at plus 54 and earn

s

a second seed in the
tournament behind first seed
Michigan State, who
finished wit}! 56 points.
San.rrday was when the
actual tournament began. It
was a single-elimination
best-of-three tourname nt.
Wright State came out of
the gate quickly destroying
Ohio Weseleyan in two
straight games 15-5 and 153. Everything seemed to be
working well and th~y were
ready to take on their next
opponent, the Miam i

Redskins.
It took the Raiders three
sets to down the Redskins,
15-6, 12-15, and 15-11.
The only misfortune was
that Wright State was on the
same side of the bracket that
Michigan State was on and .
the two teams would meet
sooner or later.
The moment came, it
was what they had been
waiting for all season long,
they had to play Michigan
State as they coasted into
the final eight of the

free video on big-screen stereo 1V In the Rat ·

Monday, April 23 at 3pm

Major League
Wednesday, April 25 at 5pm

Field of Dreams
Friday , April 27 at noon

Bull Durham
. . . next\V961c: HerA/lbl

Keith Gord,on
record at 4-4.
Wright State hosts
Cincinnati in a doubleheader
scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.
This weekend, Wright
State will host its own
tournament with Bowling
Green, Illinois-Chicago and
Cleveland State. For
infonnation on game times,
contact the Wri&ht Stat.e
athletic department at 8732TI l.

~~ason of glory

tournament.
"We knew that the _:
winner of this match would
most likely win the toumament," player Kevin Proffitt
said.
Wright State had only a
ten-minute rest going into
the Michigan State match,
after they had just finished
playing for an hour and a
half with Miami while
Michigan State had been
resting during the Wright
State-Miami match because
their bracket finished earlier.

Wright State started out
gteat, it scored the first eight
points of the match, but
things went sour quickly.
The first game took 45
minutes with Wright State
making too many hitting
errors that led to their
demise as Michigan State
pulled out the first game 1512.
In the second game,
neither team was up by
more than three points at
any time. The game went on
for more than an hour. With

the score being 14-13 in
favor of Michigan State,
there were 11 straight sideouts before another point
was scored. Then the
Raiders took care of that by
tying it a 14-all.
Wright State was hoping
to pull out the victory, but
its spirits were shattered as
the ball flew into the net, not
making it to the o ther side
and falling for a service
error giv~g Michigan State
the ball back. The Spartans
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Raider softball squad thrashes Dayton Flyers
CINDY HORNER
Assistant Sports Editor

It was again time to
meet the "01 ' Foes" that
aren ' t too far away from us.
We had beaten them before,
and yes it was time to beat
them once again. Wright
State's softball team met up
with their cross-town rivals
last Tuesday for a tripleheader. The Raiders took
two of three from the
Flyers.
The softball team is 1415 on the season after last
week when they not only
took the two from Dayton
but also one from Wilmington and two from Detroit.
The first game of the
triple header with the Flyers
was a make-up game from
earlier in the season, and the
Flyers were the home team.
Andrea Carter went the
distance for the win. She
gave up four runs and six
hits while Wright State scattered eight hits for six runs
to post the 6-4 victory in

eight innings. Dayton
scored two runs in each of
the first two innings. Then
Carter settled down until
Wright State could generate
the winning run . The
Raiders scored in the first
and sixth innings. Then in
the eighth inning with the
score tied at four-all,
Wright State delivered the
final blow by scoring two
runs and brought home the
victory. Paula Gibbs went
3-4 and Joanna Martin went
2-3.
In the second game,
Wright State defeated
Dayton 5-1. Amy Albery
went the distance for the
victory giving up one run
and six hits. The Raiders
generated ten hits, as Martin
and Chris Hawker went 2-4,
and Gibbs and Nancy
Schurr each went 2-3.
Albery held Dayton
scoreless until the seventh
inning. The Raiders scored
two in the second and three
in the third.
By the time the third

Chris Hawker

Tracy Hawkins

runs in the seventh to post
game came around, the
Raiders were slowing down. the victory.
Deanna Heinbaugh was
They shelled out 11 hits and
2 for 4 with a triple,
six runs, but it wasn't
Hawker went 3 for 4, and
enough as the Flyers
Schurr went 2 for 3.
generated 15 hits and nine
On Thursday, Wright
runs to post the 9-6 win.
State traveled to WilmingWright State was shut out
ton for a tw1nbill and gained
through the first three
a split. The first game saw a
innings while Dayton
pitching duel in which
scored seven runs. Colleen
Plageman took the loss and Carter went the distance to
post a 1-0, four-hit shutout
Albery came into relieve
The Raiders scored their
her in the fifth inning after
only run in the first inning
Wright Stale had pulled to
when after two were retired,
within one run. Albery
couldn ' t hold the Flyers off, Hawker reached on an error
allowing them to score two that put her on second, then

Sports Capsules
Cheerleaders cap off
JEFF LOUDERBACK Channel 7's John Condit will
judge the finals and serve as season in San Antonio
Sports Editor
theM.C.
'"This is an opportunity
WSU Soccer offers
for us to reach out to the
Juggle-A-Thon for
soccer community and bring
charity
the clubs together for a good
Wright State head
soccer coach Greg Andrulis cause," Andrulis said. "We
doesn' t promote charitable like to be involved in as
much as we can in the Miami
acts again.st opponents on
Valley. This event will help
the soccer field.
club soccer and Children's
But, off the field, the
Medical Center. We've
Wright Stat~ soccer
wanted to do this for a long
program has provided
time."
assistance to organizations
in the past On Saturday,
In this fundraiser, 50
May 12, Wright State
percent of the money raised
soccer will continue that
will go to the club soccer
tradition.
That is when the Wright programs involved. The
remaining proceeds will be
State soccer program and
Children's Medical Center given to Children's Medical
will offer a Juggle-A-Thon Center.
"Soccer clubs can get a
for area youth club soccer
couple
things in return,"
teams.
Andrulis said. "They can
Each club will hold a
Juggle-A-Thon and all club raise funds and make money.
The kids also get to practice
champions will participate
on an important soccer skill. n
in theWright State event

Wright State's cheerleading squad journeyed to San
Antonio for the Division I
cheerleading championships
on April 6-9.
The Raiders returned as
regional champions - fourth
in the semifinals - and
seventh in the finals. The top
fo ur regional winners were
invited to the competition in
addition to four runners-up
comprising the eight-school
championship field.
George Mason captured
the Division 1 cheerleading
crown while Furman finished
second. Division I is a step
below Division I-A, the level
that larger schools such as
North Carolina State and
Kentucky compete on.
Before a crowd of 5,000
and ESPN camera, the
Raiders experienced early
stage fright, but settled down
as the competition went on,

according to co-captain
Lora Hollis.
"By the end, _we improved 150 percent from
the first day of perfonnances," Hollis said. "I
think we needed a few
more experiences in front
of large crowds because
this was one of the largest
crowds we have faced."
Wright State's coadvisor Carol Hammond
expects everyone to return
from the senior-less squad.
Now that the squad has
championship competi lion
experience, they are
looking forward to a return
visit.
"Now everyone (in
Division I cheerleading)
knows who and where
Wright State is," Hollis
said. "The people returning
to the squad next year
know what to expect.
We'll all be ready for next
year."

she stole third and came
home on Hawkins ' base hit.
Heinbaugh went 2 for 4.
In the second game,
Wright State fell short by
one run to the Quaker , 5-4.
Albery wa the loser giving
up six hits and five runs.
The Raiders scattered nine
hits but could only tum four
runs in. Hawkins and Gibbs
each went 2 for 4 with an
RBI and Carter went 1 for 3
with 2RBI.
Wright State then hosted
Detroit on Friday and swept
a doubleheader. Carter
again came out the victor in
a pitching duel as she
posted a seven-hit shutout.
Wright State scored their
only run in the seventh
inning when after two were
retired, Hawkins hit for a
single and Schurr followed
with a triple, the only two
hits for Wright State, but it
was all they needed.
In the second game,
Wright State posted a 4-1
victory. Albery went the
distance for the win, giving
up six hits and the one run.
The Raiders scored one run
in the first inning and three
in the fifth. Martin had two
of Wright State's seven hi ts
and Schurr and Gibbs each
had an RBI.
Through April 7,
Hawker and Hawkins (the
Hawks) rated on a national
scale. Hawkins held 29th in

the nation with a .400
batting average and Hawker
came in 38th with a .389
batting average. Hawkins
was fifth in the nation in the
RBI category, with 20.
This week Hawker lead
the team with a .404 batting
average. Hawkins dropped
down to second with a .383
average, but still leads with
27 RBI, and Schurr is third
on the team with a .382
batting average.
In pitching, Carter
pitched in 14 games, 87
innings, with a 7-6 record.
Behind her is Albery
pitching in 14 games also,
74.3 innings, and a 5-6
record. Plageman has
pitched in 8 games, 34.7
innings, and has a 2-3
record.
Tuesday, the Raiders
traveled to Findlay (stats
unavailable). When they
hosted Findlay earlier this
season they swept them in a
double header.
The Raiders are trying to
prepare themselves for the
North Star Conference
Tournament that is coming
up this Friday and Saturday.
They may have to play
under lights, which is
something they are not used
to, so Coach Jerry Hawker
has taken the team to
Fairfield Park to practice
under the lights.

Volleyball
in the nationals. He also told
us that one of their priorities
then delivered the final
for next year was to put us
blows by first forcing the
on their schedule."
Raiders into a hitting error
Wright State will lo e
then on the final point
blocking a spike for the 16- only one from next year's
team so they should be even
14 win.
"They didn't do as much more competitive next
to win the game as we did to season. They plan to add at
least ten more teams to the
lose it," Proffitt said. "We
30-match schedule that they
should have beaten them.
We know that we gave them played this season.
::t'hey keep hoping that
the game.
the day will come when they
"They were a tough
team, and superprofessional can be a varsity team, but
for now they are interested
with class sportsmanship,"
in keeping their team
Proffitt continued. "Their
coach complimented us and together so they can have an
even better season next year.
said that we deserved to be
continued from page 11
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How're you going to do it?
Give your par nts a pleasant surprise. Tell thcrn how rnuch you saved
on your Il3lV1 Per onal Sy tem/2® and IBM Proprintcrr~ with the ~recial

stu~e~:tr:~:~:
the IBM PS/2~ Loan for Learning makes
paying for your PS/2 even easier.*

PS/2 jt '

Let us show you how easy it is to own and use a PS/2.
It comes with easy-to-use, preloaded software, IBM
l\ltou e an<l color graphics.
You"ll sec how quickly you can turn out reports., tcrrn
papers and sparkling graphics that could give your profcs~ors a plt~'-!sa nt surprise, too.
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Call 873-3385 for more information
and to see a PS/2 demonstration:
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''/understand, dear. You got a ·special student pri(:e
. on the PS/2 .... An<l you're ivhat? Sencling rnoney
home! Hang on, I'll get your father.''
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·This offer is avail~ble on ly to qualified students . faculty and staff who purcnase IBM PS/2.s throuqh part1c1p,H1nq campus outlets Orders are sub1ect to
availability Price s Jre subiect to c nanqe and IBM may w1tndraw the otter at any time without written notice
·IBM Personal Sy stem / 2. and PS/ 2 dre req1stered trademarks of lnternat1ona1 Business Macn1nes Corporation
"'Proprinter 1s a trademark of 1nternat1ona1 Business M.lcn1nes Corporation
IBM Corporation 19 90
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Events
WRIGHT TATE
CINEMA pre en FLESH
GORDO . Thi utrag u
poof of the 1940 upcrhero
com bin sexy tire and
exoti vi ual effects for a
uni ue and fun filled
adventure. Wh n the evil
Emperor Wan f the
wi ked Plan l P m
unl he hi Sex-Ray on
Earth, Fl h Gordon, rai d
by Dr. Jerkoff, spring into
action to bring peace and
fidelity to the Universe! "A
broad, sexy spoof' -New
York Post Friday/Saturday,
9p.m., 116 HS. A UCB
_ev_e_nt_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Events
WU TAR
AR H on
Thursday, April 26 at 8p.m.
in the Rath kellar.
Categorie are vocal,
comedy, dance and novelty.
Sign up in 04 U.C. ( 732 2 ) fr m April 9 to April
24. Great priz
n red
byU B

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED artssales, Ballet seeking
articulate enthusiastic
individual to help promote
their upcoming season.
Guaranteed hourly plus
excellent commi ion &
in entive . Call raig at
44 -5
Mon-Fri tw n
lO&n n

PHOT
RAPHI
RT
tudcnt seek female
subjects. Full portfolio for
W U STUDE T ILMS
cost of materials only.
and BAND at a special
Alternative Tuesday, May 15 Professional studio
available. Write Chuck M.
in the Rat. Watch the latest
PO
Box 31595 Dayton
in WSU Student Films 745431
8:30p.m. and dance to the
progressive tunes of ''The
WRIGHT STATE
Hopefuls" 9-l0:30p.m. Free
CINEMA presents WHY
admission. Sponsored by
DOES HERR R. RUN
UCB, WWSU, and WSU
AMOK? Rainer Werner
Film
Fassbinder directs this
HEADING FOR
pleasant tale of a normal,
EUROPETIDS
likeable guy with a family,
COFFEEHOUSE NIGHT SUMMER? Jet there
job, friends and hobbies
anytime from Cleveland,
NTERESTED IN JOING
in the RAT presents live
who one evening calmly
Detroit, or Chicago for no
A gay/lesbian support
entertainment
Thursday.
picks up an ornate lamp and
more than $229, from the
group? Write: Suppat
bludgeons to death his wife, May 3 at 7:30p.m. in the
East Coast for no more than
Group, P.O. Box 201,
Rat.
Free
coffee
sponsored
child and a visiting
Dayton Ohio 45409.
by University Center Board. $160 with AIRIDTCH
neighbor. One of
(reported in Consumer
Identify yourself as a WSU
Fassbinder's most
Reports, NY Times, & Let's
student, phone # or address
provocative films and the
Go!) Call 212-864-2000 or
CONFIDENTIAL
cinema's fullest statement on JOKE OFF 1990, PART II writeAJRIDTCH 2790
the peculiarly modem
on Thursday, May 10 at
Broadway, Ste. 100, New
phenomenon of serial
8p.m. in the U.C. Cafeteria. York, NY 10025
WORD PROCESSING killers. Sunday, 7p.m., 116 Register to perfonn your
Reports, theses,
HS. A UCB event.
funniest material in 048
IF YOU ARE a friend of
presentations, resumes, any
U.C. (873-2329) from April La7.arus Long, thirtyish,
size document.
16 to May 9. Limited
AND THEY'RE OFF!!
liberated and like
Professional, laser quality.
number of entries; 3 to 5
The
horses
are
off
and
independent women, send a
Quick tum around tlme.
min. per contesent. $50 cash letter describing yourself to
Reasonable rates. Call Netta running. You can see this
prize: sponsored by UCB
action
live
at
Riva
Downs,
Maureen Johnson Smith,
at 237-0751
on Saturday, May 19.
MB#Jl35
Tickets are only $3
beginning April 30 at the
UC box office.
COLUMBUS ZOO TRIP
Transportatioo will leave the Interested in geuing to know
Rike parking lot at lp.m. A
ATTENTION
ATTENTION
your fellow animal? Well,
UCB event
GOVERNMENT HOMES
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
this trip is for you! Vans
from $1 (U-repair).
VEJDCLES from $100.
leave Rike parking lot at
Delinquent tax property.
Fords, Mezcedes, Corvettes.
noon on Saturday, May 5.
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Tickets go on sale in the UC Repossessions. Call 1-602Guide. 1-602-838-8885 ext. WANT TO SPEND your
838-8885 ext. GH4242
box office April 23 for $3.
A4242
share of $60,000? Program
A UCB event
- - - - - - - - - concerts, films, videos, road
lBR. CONDO (rental) in
trips, tournaments, lectures,
South Dayton, washer/dryer,
1986 PONTIAC
dazes, comedians, etc. Be a
balcony, pool $370.
FIREBIRD-305, 5speed,
part of the University Center BASEBALL WEEK Feel
Available now. Call Karen
like your professors have
extra cl~, i\./M, F/M
Board (UCB), apply for a
at X2987 days or 298-7750
you striking out? Unwind
cassette, rear window
le.adership position now I
on weekends
defroster, aluminwn wheels, Applications available in
this week in the Rat. UCB
NEW TIRES, cruise, air, P/ 048 UC. Deadline is Friday and Video. Deli are coNICE ROOMMATE
S, P/B $6,800. Call 456sponsoring Baseball Week.
April 27 at 5p.m. UCB,
WANTED to share 2
5105 after 5p.m.
Mon. at 3:00, MAJOR
Let's entertain you.
bedrooms, 2 baths at
LEAGUE; Wed. at 5:00,
Meadows of Catalpa.
FIELD OF DREAMS; Fri.
Every night
20mins. from WSU. Fun
at noon, BULL DURHAM.
18 and up
and friendly place: pool,
Next week: HER ALIBI
tennis, exercise room,
racquetball, pub, etc. $275/
As always proper
mo. + one half utils. 274I.D. and dress is
3648
PIZZA TASTING! Not
THE NIGHT Pt.ACE TO BE
required
eating, but tasting. Sample
HOUSEMATE NEEDED;
Wed. - The biggest party in town!
pizza from area restaurants
male, non-smoker, no pets,
and choose your favorite.
Thurs. - Pool Tou~ment wiLh entry fee & cash prizes
own
room, 3 bed + one and
Thursday, May 3, 5:30p.m.
l<"'riday - Ladies night• Ladies 1/2 price• $1 .00 off for
a half bath house, many
in
041
UC.
Sign
up
in
048
WSU tudcnts with W U I.D. 's
extras. Call Eric at 237-1770
UC or call 873-2329. $1
(leav,, message).
at. - Dance, mi and m·nglcs with Sclectricution
entry fee. A UCB event

ARE-FRE TYPIN
RVI ERe ume,
e says, theses, newsletters,
custom layouts, graphics
and more! 20% off on first
visits! We specialize in
spelling, grammar, &
punctuation. Highest
quality and lowest prices
guaranteed! 24-hour
turnaround. 264 Orville St.
#3, Fairborn. Call Holly/
Harold at 878-1478

For Sale

Personals

Housing

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

OHIO ENERGY
CONTRACTORS corp.
inc. is now accepting
application for sales
po itions in the state's
largest growing home
remodeling finn. Qualified
ATTENTION ARN
appli an hould be mature
M
YREADING
coll ge ni r or college
B K ! $32,
/year
inc me potential. Detail . 1- graduate with outgoing
602- 3 - 85 ext. Bk 4242 per naUti and an endle
appetite for ucce s and
responsibility. Ohio Energy
ATT NTION- EASY
is a Columbus based firm
WORK EXCELLENT
PAY! Assemble products at with plans to expand to
Dayton in the next few
home. Details. 1-602-838mont.M. Wages are excellent s
8885 ext. W 4242
and the opportunity for
advancement coincides with
ATTENTION- HIRING!
attitude and innovation. The
Government Jobs - your
highest wages in the
area. Many immediate
industry. Current salesman
openings without waiting
list or test $17 ,840-$69 ,485. now earn 25K and up. Those
interested applicants please
Call 1-602-838-8885 ext R
contact Steven Galack at
4242
614-291-5400 M-F lla.m.5p.m.
A FREE GIFf JUST FOR
U.S. DIAMOND AND
CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 GOLD Jewelers is
DAYS. Student groups, frats accepting applications for
sales people. Needed
and sororities needed for
A.S .A.P. Will work around
marketing project on
school schedule. No
campus. For details plus
experience necessary.
your FREE GIFT, Group
officers call 1-800-765-8472
MACKINAC ISLAND'S
MURRAY HOTEL has
many summer positions
available. Call 313-665PART TIME JOBS!
5750 or write P.O. Box 7706
Flexible evening hours.
Commercial office cleaning. Ann Arbor, MI 48107. No
exnerience necessarv.
Advancemant and bonus
opportunities. Various
positions and locations. Call ATTENTION :EARN
MONEY WATCIDNG TV!
David at Environmental
$32,000/year income
Control. 277-4181
potential. Details. (1)6028885 exxt TV4242
DANCERS no experience
necessary, full or part time,
paid daily or weekly. K-C
Lounge 4766 Airway Rd.
25 -9017

SENIOR SOCIAL WORK
major requires personal
attendant. Duties include
dressing, personal hygiene,
grooming, laundry, light
house work:, & help with bill
paying. Call Craig at 8796:B7
--------ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $600+/week
in cannery, $8,000$12,000+ for two months on
fishing vessel. Over 8,000
openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female.
For 68-page employment
booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008-QG,
Seattle, WA 98124---30
day, unconditional, 100%
money back guarantee
WANTED: LAZER TAG
equipment. Pistol/harness/
target assemblies. Preferred
(as a set), but will also buy
rifles and other gear.
Respond MB# K.292

NANNIES!!! As the
world's fastest growing
agency in the Eas~ we_ offer
immediate placement m the
New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut areas. Our
agency's "plus" is that you
personally meet with our
parents and children before
you accept a position. G~eat
benefits! Over 300 nanrues
placed yearly. Yearly
employment only. Call your
local rep Sharon at 4349542 or call NANNIES
PLUS 1-800-752-0078
HELP WANTED - Seeking
a part-time Office Assistant
(12-15 hours per week) to
assist Office Manager in
performing clerical and
administrative duties.
requirements include prior
telephone experience,
typing, some personal
computer experience and
experience and own
transportation. Interested
students please contact Lisa
Anderson, Digital Concepts
Incorporated, 4 29-7171

.. Wedo

New coach named to heal
ailing women's basketball
JEFF LOUDERBACK
Sports Editor

the right direction," Cusack
said. "We had a good run
of success for a number of
Ailing from two conyears and now we' re
secutive losing seasons, the looking for a return of that
Wright State women ' s
enthusiasm for the fans and
basketball program may
the players."
have found a remedy.
From 1980-1987, Hall
Athletic Director
compiled a 138-66 mark at
Michael Cusack announced Kentucky. Hall guided the
the hiring of Terry Hall as
Wildcats to four NCAA
women's head basketball
tournament births, includcoach at a press conference ing five teams ranked in
last Friday. Hall replaces
the top 20. Under Hall's
Pat Davis, who resigned
leadership, Kentucky
after guiding the Raiders to captured the Southeastern
a 187 -172 record in 14
Conference crown and was
seasons.
runner-up in the midwest
A fonner head coach at regional.
the University of Ken"Terry's successful
lucky, Hall is returning to
experience made her the
coaching after a three-year best choice for the job,"
absence. Hall operated a
Cusack said. "She has a
basketball scouting service history of winning records
and worked as a stockbroin one of the toughest
ker in Lexington during her conferences in the nation.
hiatus.
The fact that her success
"We want to get the
comes in this part of the
women' basketball
country will also help with
program moving back in
recruiting in the midwest."

Before her stay with the
Wildcats, Hall was the first
full-time head women's
basketball coach at Louisville. In her five years with
the Redbirds, Hall compiled a 79-53 record and
her 1980 squad captured
the Metro Conference title.
Hall will take the helm
of a Wright State team that
suffered through a 3-25
mark last season. Since
assistant coach Kay
Aleshire will not return,
Hall will have the chance
to pick a full-time assistant
coach.
Wright State's women's
basketball program will
become a full member of
the North Star Conference
th is fall after spending one
year as an associate
member. The conference
includes Illinois-Chicago,
Akron, DePaul, Cleveland
State, Northern Illinois,
Valparaiso and WisconsinGreen Bay.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECO ING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
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Student Issues Survey
What is your age? _ _

Your major field of study_

_

_ _ __

_

_

0
0
0

0

• Are you aware of the proposed change of drop date from the the 8th to the 5th week ol the quarter?
•Comments :

0

0

•Ate you aware al the proposed fee for all parkilg except in K Lot Wld al the Nutter Center? .

0

0

•Do you think the new amolmg policy accurately reflects studel't opinion on this issue?
-comments:

0
0

0
0

• Do you think that Alyn Hall studert malt>ox security is adequate?
•Do you think aoceaa to the maJ!boxes should be more restricted?
-comments :

0
0
0

0
0
0

•Haw you been cloMd out of any required classes?
•H so. has this happened more than once for the same daaa?
•H you have been closed out. have you had problenw getting signed Into tt'4t daaa?
-comments :

0

0

•Haw you been notlled well In advance of a class canoelllmlon I a you were registered tor •?
-comments :

0

0

0

0

•Haw you had a lower lewl (prerequisite) course Iha! you think did noc aidequately Pf9P&l'8 you fOf
upper leYel courses?
•H so, In which department
the course offered?

0

0

•Do you plan to vote in the upcoming student government elections?

0

0

• Do the student media (The Guardian, N8xus, WWSU) provide the Information and entertainment thal
you want? Comments :

• Are you aware of the $35 student activity fee for the Nutter Center?
•Are you aware of what this money is for?
•Comments :

-corm.n~:

•Commen~ :

.

w•

PEACE COIWS SERVICE:
A Good Career Move

And the} 'rl' both rL prccntcd hv thL 1n~ign1;1 you WGlr
zt a member of the Armv N ur:,c
C rp . The caduccu - m the left
mean 'Ou re part of a health ar
tem in \\'hich educati n(, 1and
care r ad\'ancemcnt arc the rule ,
........................................--------' n 1t the xccption Th gold har
.
on the right mean you comman re p ct as an Army officer. If you re
earning a B 1\, \\'rite: Armv ur Opportunitic., P.O. Box 771 ),
1

Clifton, NJ 7 15.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Do11nie's
Place
2049 E. Dorthy Lane
Ketering • 293-9260
with the Wild Don nie Su mmers!
DJ • Dancing • 1 n igh ts
Come dance to our new nig h t s how!

Monday
8 Ball Tournament at 9:30 pm
Female Review at 1l:OOpm
Tuesday
Ladies Night • Complimentary Drinks from 9-12pm
Wednesday
Ladies Night Again • with Trivia
Thursday
Cost Appreciation Night • with Pizza
Friday
The Wild Weekend begins!
Saturday
Long Stem Roses to 1st 100 Ladies at 9:00pm
Sunday
Sunday Liqour at 6:30
DJ • Dancing at 9:00pm
You must be 21 with proper ID• No muscle shirts

Pro
Tan
1ovisits for $30. 00
1 month for $59.95
180 minutes for $25.00
270 minutes for $33.00
Just 5 minutesfromWright
State and Wright Patt.
95 E. Dayton-Yellow
Springs Rd .
Call 879-7303

_

No
0
0

Yes

Information Table
TODAY from 9am until 12:30p m, A llyn Hall Lobby
"Let It Begin Here "
Peace Corps film
TODAY at 2pm , Millet 158
1-800-521-8686 toll free

~CJ
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Announcing new lower prices on theMacintoshSE
andMacintosh Plus.

I

I

I .

If you alike to enhance your education all Macinto h software works the same way.
and your budget, take note.We just lowered And since every Macintosh runs the same
software and is expandable, it can grow
price on two powerful members of our
with
you as your needs change.
Macinto h* family, the Macintosh SE and
Considering all this, you should have
tl1e Macinto h Plus.
no doubts about which course to take. Give
They'll put a world of possibilities at
your fingertip . Like graphing th economic a Macintosh a try, and save.
impact of Japane e expansionism. Analyzing Freud. r ju t organizing that tack of
note . Better yet, once you've mastered one
Thepower to be your best:
application you can use them all, because

"®

Roth Office Products
108 N. Jefferson Street, Downtown Dayton
Frank Pare t au • 252-1 221
Cl 1990 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. The power to be your best is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

